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Hokkaido’s No.1 TV station for over 25 years. 

A group company of Nippon TV and settled in Sapporo.

We STV produce a lot kinds of programs for both domestic 

and abroad. 

We have 10 years’ experience in international sales and have 

over 1,600 episodes in all HD format.

Now dealing with over 60 countries including CATV, VOD, IPTV, 

inflight all over the world. 

STV’s programs are very popular. Also we are open for co-

production.

Head office; 

Kita 1 Nishi 8, Chuo-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido, Japan

Website; http://stv.jp/info/en/

To inquiry online screeners, episode lists, synopsis and more information,
please contact  contents@stv.co.jp

Colorful Hokkaido strolling in the sky 
2016-, 1epi x 48min, 4K, M/E available,  all rights

"Drone" equipped with 4K camera shows great beautiful land 

"Hokkaido" in Japan.  We shoot for a long period of time over the four 

seasons. You must be enchanted with Hokkaido !

Takeki Fujito – Ainu engraver
2018-, 1epi x 55min, 4K, Eng dubbing available, M/E available, all rights

Mr. Takeki Fujito is the Ainu people in Japan. He confronts the tree without 

drafting any drawings, and drilling at a stroke. Ainu culture is now focused on 

from all over the world . You should be impressed with the wonderfulness of 

woodcarving sculpture expressed by 4K camera !

Northern railway station in Japan  
2018-, 27epi x 3min, 4K, M/E available,  all rights

The railway in Hokkaido has a long history. But because of the flow of 

the times, a lots of railway stations has been ended their purpose. These

unexplored stations in Hokkaido are recorded by 4K camera and 

expressed by the fineness and colorful movie.

Sapporo Snow Festival 2018
2018-, annually ongoing, 1epi x 48min/28min, 4K, 

M/E available, all rights

“Sapporo snow festival” on every February is Japan's biggest snow festival. 

Over 2.5 million tourists visit from all over the world. This year's must-see is 

“The Final Fantasy XIV“.  It’s so much great !



To inquiry online screeners, episode lists, synopsis and more information,
please contact  contents@stv.co.jp

What’s hot in Japan
2014- ongoing, 146epi x 28min,  

HD, M/E available, all rights

All Japan travelogue. Each 28min episode deals one prefecture of Japan. 

For example, Kyoto, Hokkaido and Hiroshima.  Very popular program and 

now broadcasted in over 25 countries. 

White wonder land Hokkaido 
2015-, 1epi x 28min, 4K, no narration,  all rights

"Drone" equipped with 4K camera shows wonder land  "Hokkaido" in 

Japan.  This program is focusing on winter season. Drifting ice is such a 

work of art.

Northern Japan travelers
2014- ongoing, 35epi x 28min, HD, M/E, 

all rights

Everything is new and curious through the travelers’ eyes .

Japanese culture, foods, way of life, hospitality and tradition… 

so much more to look around in northern Japan!!

Joyous Japan
2016- ongoing, 21epi x 28min, 

HD, M/E available, all rights

Brand new program, showing you various kinds of “Joyous Japan”.

This program will bring you latest information of Japan.

“Unique bus tour”, “Yummy ramen” , “Hot spring”… So exciting in Japan !

Hideaway railway stations
2016-, 1epi x 42min, 4K, M/E available,  all rights

On a smallest corner of Hokkaido, there are railway stations

that almost no one comes. But there is still a great story on such stations.

Let’s visit and go on a hideaway trip to quiet stations.

Casual traveling in Hakodate
2016-, 1epi x 28min, 4K, M/E available,  all rights

“Hakodate” is famous as a fantastic port town in Japan.

Everything is good , for example, food, sweets, night view….

Reporters visit “Hakodate” and “Sapporo”, and enjoy traveling!

A door to Hokkaido still unseen
2017- ongoing, 11epi x 28min, 

HD, M/E available, all rights

Would you like to open the gateway to finding the charm of Hokkaido ?

Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost island is a fascinating land where you 

can enjoy all four beautiful seasons. Hokkaido is the land of fascination !



To inquiry online screeners, episode lists, synopsis and more information,
please contact  contents@stv.co.jp

Tabiban
2013-2015,  93epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

Have fun and learn about Hokkaido more deeply.

This program is educational and good for family who are interested in 

Japanese lifestyle.

Land of dreams; Hokkaido
2010-2013,  40epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

It attracts every people so much...the land of dreams; Hokkaido.

Even watching this program will make you feel experiencing a luxury tour 

to Hokkaido.

Dosanko cooking
2008- ongoing,  over 680epi x 28min, HD, 

no M/E(#001-547), M/E available (#548-), all rights

Dosanko is people who was born in  Hokkaido. Ms. Hoshizawa is  making 

brand new Dosanko recipe!!!

Job Trainers 
2012-ongoing, 18epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, 

all rights

Starring Japanese famous actor Yo Ohizumi. He will try and  introduce

many kinds of jobs, such as wedding planner, fire fighter and bellboy.

So funny and also edutainment about Japanese various jobs.

Aiku's photo trip in Hokkaido
2015- ongoing, 10epi x 28min, 

HD, M/E available, all rights

Aiku Maikawa is a model and also a photographer.

She travels around in Hokkaido and takes a beautiful photos.

Travelogue, art and also lifestyle program about Japanese young girl. 

Fisherman’s pride in Hokkaido
2014- ongoing, 34pi x 28min, HD,  M/E available, 

all rights

There are so many port towns in Hokkaido to visit. A female reporter goes to 

every town, embark the fisherman’s ship and taste the fish!! Hokkaido 

fisherman’s everyday menu is here.

Fun & learn Hokkaido !!
2017- ongoing, 2epi x 28min, 

HD, M/E available, all rights

Let’s have fun and learn Hokkaido !  We timely delve into a lot of 

interested topics in Hokkaido.  This documentary program is curiosity  

tickling your intellectual !



To inquiry online screeners, episode lists, synopsis and more information,
please contact  contents@stv.co.jp

D! ambitious
2008-2013, 113epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

Very good documentary program about Hokkaido foods and sightseeing .

Sushi, Ramen, Skiing and hot springs. 

Dosanko fishing
2007-2008,  16epi x 28min, HD, no M/E, all rights

Exciting fishing in Hokkaido!  Including fishing and cooking.

Nice entertainment program for who loves Hokkaido and fishing!

Traveling girls
2010-2011,  4epi x 28min, HD, no M/E, all rights

Young Japanese girls go on a trip to Hokkaido and have some fun.

They are young, alive, so in love with Hokkaido winter!

Cool! Hokkaido
2012-2013, 14epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

Using foreigners' eyes to discover the appeal of Hokkaido!! They go around 

Hokkaido to enjoy hidden charms, and re-discover the appeal of Hokkaido.

Boogie woogie vice president
2007- ongoing,  84epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

Mr. Uesugi, aka Boogie woogie vice president, is going to everywhere he 

wants without any plans, with this pink guy. 

Slapstick traveling show is now going on!

Passionate Hot Sandwich
2014- ongoing,  4epi x 28min, HD, M/E available, all rights

Japanese famous comedian “Sandwich man” goes everywhere in Hokkaido

And find strange people there. Brand-new comedy program in Hokkaido!

Casual traveling in Hokkaido
2009- ongoing,  106epi x 28min, HD, 

no M/E(#001-030),M/E available (#031-106), all rights

Basic and casual traveling program made by Hokkaido’s No.1 TV station.

A good guide for Hokkaido beginners.


